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Abstract. An integral part of the performance modeling process is the specifi-
cation of the performability measures of interest. The notations proposed for this
purpose can be grouped into classes that differ from each other in their expres-
siveness and usability. Two representative notations are the continuous stochastic
reward logic CSRL and the measure specification language MSL. The former is
a stochastic temporal logic formulating quantitative properties about states and
paths, while the latter is a component-oriented specification language relying on
a first-order logic for defining reward-based measures. In this paper, we combine
CSRL and MSL in order to take advantage of the expressiveness of the former and
the usability of the latter. To this aim, we develop a unified notation in which the
core logic of MSL is employed to set up the reward structures needed in CSRL,
whereas the measure definition mechanism of MSL is exploited to formalize mea-
sure and property specification patterns in a component-oriented fashion.

1 Introduction

The performance modeling process comprises two tasks: describing system evolution
over time and specifying performability measures. The former task can be handled with
a wide range of mature formalisms ranging from low level ones like continuous-time
Markov chains (CTMC) and queueing networks to higher level and general-purpose
ones like stochastic automata, stochastic Petri nets, and stochastic process calculi (see,
e.g., [8, 7] for a survey).

The latter task consists of expressing the metrics on the basis of which the system
model should be assessed at steady state or at a given time instant or interval. The
traditional way of doing this is to construct a reward structure [16] by associating real
numbers with the states and the transitions of the CTMC underlying the system model.
The reward assigned to a state determines the rate at which a gain/loss is accumulated
while sojourning in that state, whereas the reward assigned to a transition determines
the instantaneous gain/loss implied by the execution of that transition. The value of the
measure is then computed as the sum of state probabilities and transitions frequencies,
where rewards are used as weights.

In order to cope with the higher level of abstraction of general-purpose system mod-
eling formalisms, more recent approaches to performability measure specification in-
stead resort to a mixture of rewards and logics in a manner that avoids any direct in-
tervention on the underlying CTMC (see, e.g., [4, 3, 1] and the references therein). In
this paper, we focus on two representatives of the above mentioned approaches, which



are CSRL and MSL, with the aim of combining their expressiveness and usability, thus
enabling the modeler to take advantage of their complementary strengths.

CSRL [4, 3] is a stochastic temporal logic suitable for expressing properties on sys-
tem descriptions with an underlying CTMC semantics. These properties can be state-
based, like, e.g., stating whether the steady-state probability of being in states satisfying
a certain condition is in a specified relation with a given threshold, and path-based, like,
e.g., stating whether the probability of observing paths satisfying a certain condition is
in a specified relation with a given threshold.

MSL [1], which is composed of a core logic and a measure definition mechanism,
has been conceived to support the specification of performability measures for descrip-
tions of component-based systems with an underlying CTMC semantics. The core logic
of MSL defines reward structures by assigning real numbers to states and transitions of
the CTMC. Each state of the CTMC is viewed as a vector of local states representing the
current behavior of the various components, and can be given a reward either directly
on the basis of its constituent local states or indirectly on the basis of the activities la-
beling its outgoing transitions. The measure definition mechanism of MSL enhances
usability by means of a component-oriented level on top of the core logic. The idea is
to employ such a higher level to set up libraries of measure definitions that are provided
by performability experts, which could then be exploited by nonexperts too.

Both MSL and CSRL suffer from some limitations. On the one hand, MSL is suit-
able for specifying classical measures such as throughput, utilization, queue length, and
response time, but it is not adequate for formulating path properties. On the other hand,
CSRL requires familiarity with temporal logic and supports neither the component-
oriented formalization of performability measures nor the definition of policies for stat-
ing the association of rewards to states, thus complicating the work for nonexperts.

As a solution to such drawbacks, in this paper we propose UMSL, a unified mea-
sure specification language arising from the combination of two adequate extensions
of MSL and CSRL. The objective is to enable the modeler to take advantage of the
usability of the former and the expressiveness of the latter in a single notation. In order
to make it affordable the specification of performability measures also by nonspecial-
ists, the development of the unified language aims at a clear separation of concerns by
means of(i) a core logic for setting up both reward structures and logical formulas and
(ii) a measure definition mechanism for expressing performability measures on top of
the core logic.

In the remainder of this paper, we introduce finite labeled CTMCs as a reference
model for the assessment of the performability of component-based systems (Sect. 2),
we present the core logic of UMSL (Sect. 3), we illustrate the measure definition mech-
anism of UMSL, which is an extension of that of MSL (Sect. 4), and finally we provide
some concluding remarks (Sect. 5).

2 Reference Model

According to the guidelines of [2], the description of a component-based system should
comprise at least the description of the individual system component types and the
description of the overall system topology. The description of a single component type



should be provided by specifying at least its name, its parameters, its behavior, and
its interactions. The overall behavior should express all the alternative sequences of
activities that the component type can carry out – which can be formalized by means of
traditional tools like automata, Petri nets, and process calculi – while the interactions
are those activities used by the component type to communicate with the rest of the
system.

For performability evaluation purposes, we assume that from the description of a
component-based system it is possible to extract a stochastic model in the form of a
CTMC. Since the overall behavior of each component can be observed through the
activities that are executed, every transition of the CTMC is labeled not only with its
rateλ ∈ R>0, but also with an action taken from a setAct . Likewise, every state of
the CTMC is labeled with the vector of local states denoting the current behaviors of
theN ∈ N>0 components in the system, with each local state belonging to a setLoc.
In this way, the stochastic model reflects the component-oriented nature of the system
description. Formally, our reference model is a finite labeled CTMC:

M = (S, T, L, N,Loc,Act)
whereS is a finite set of states,T ⊆ S ×Act ×R>0 ×S is a finitely-branching action-
labeled transition relation, andL : S → LocN is an injective state-labeling function.

For notational convenience,s
a,λ−−−→M s′ denotes the transition(s, a, λ, s′) ∈ T and

L(s) = [z1, z2, . . . , zN ] the vector of local states labelings ∈ S. We use the notation
z ∈ s (resp.z /∈ s) to express thatz = zi for some1 ≤ i ≤ N (resp.z �= zi for
all 1 ≤ i ≤ N ). Moreover, we denote withnegLoc (resp.negAct) the set of negations
z̄ (resp.ā) of local statesz ∈ Loc (resp. activitiesa ∈ Act ). Negation is simply a
shorthand for expressing that a component is not in a given local state or cannot execute
a given activity. Finally, we define predicatesat by letting:

s sat z iff z ∈ s s sat a iff ∃λ ∈ R>0, s
′ ∈ S. s

a,λ−−−→M s′

s sat z̄ iff z /∈ s s sat ā iff �λ ∈ R>0, s
′ ∈ S. s

a,λ−−−→M s′
which is extended to conjunctions and disjunctions of local states and activities in the
expected way. As an example, we have thats sat z1 ∧ z2 iff s sat z1 ands sat z2.

Throughout the paper, we useC as metavariable for components,B for specific
current behaviors,a for activities, and the dot notationC.B (resp.C.a) to express com-
ponent behaviors (resp. component activities).

Example 1.Let us consider as a running example a system with two identical serversP 1

andP2 that process requests arriving at the system with rateλ ∈ R>0. When a request
finds both servers busy, it must immediately leave the system; i.e., no buffer is present.
When a request finds both servers idle, it has the same probability to be accepted by
the two servers. The two servers process incoming requests at ratesµ1, µ2 ∈ R>0,
respectively. They can also fail with ratesχ1, χ2 ∈ R>0, respectively, and are then
repaired with rates�1, �2 ∈ R>0, respectively.

Assuming that the arrival process has a single local state –Arrivals – and that each
server has three local states –Idle , Busy, andFailed – the labeled CTMC underlying
this system is as shown in Fig. 1, with the initial state being the leftmost one. For
instance, the labelP1.Idle in the initial state denotes that serverP1 is initially idle.
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Fig. 1. Labeled CTMC for the running example

3 Core Logic of UMSL

In order to complement the expressiveness of CSRL with the capability of MSL of
defining reward structures, in this section we combine the two formalisms into a single
logic that will be the core of UMSL. First, we define an extension of MSL (Sect. 3.1)
and an extension of CSRL (Sect. 3.2), then we show how they are combined (Sect. 3.3).

3.1 Extending MSL Parameterization

Each formula of the core logic of MSL is a first-order predicate parameterized with
respect to a set of local states or activities that contribute to the value of a performa-
bility measure [1]. The role of the predicate is to specify how the contributions are
combined to set the reward gained while sojourning in each state. In order to generalize
the parameterization mechanism, we introduce an extension of MSL, called dnfMSL, in
which each predicate is defined with respect to a set of groups of local states or activities
expressed in disjunctive normal form for the sake of uniform treatment and usability.

The setdnfLoc of disjunctive normal forms on local states comprises elements like:
Z = (z1,1 ∧ . . . ∧ z1,m1) ∨ . . . ∨ (zn,1 ∧ . . . ∧ zn,mn)

which, to hide connectives to nonexperts, can be abbreviated withZ = {Z 1, . . . , Zn},
whereZi = {zi,1, . . . , zi,mi} and each literalzi,j occurring in conjunctZi is either
a local state or the negation of a local state. In practice, conjunction expresses that a
certain group of local states is needed for a state to gain a reward, while disjunction
establishes that alternative conjuncts may contribute to assign a reward to the state.

Similarly, the setdnfAct of disjunctive normal forms on activities comprises ele-
ments such as:

A = (a1,1 ∧ . . . ∧ a1,m1) ∨ . . . ∨ (an,1 ∧ . . . ∧ an,mn)



which can be abbreviated withA = {A1, . . . , An}, whereAi = {ai,1, . . . , ai,mi} and
each literalai,j occurring inAi is either an activity or the negation of an activity.

We note that the use of conjunction constitutes a novelty with respect to the param-
eterization mechanism of [1] that enhances the expressive power. The casem i = 1 for
all 1 ≤ i ≤ n, in which each conjunct is a singleton, corresponds to an original set
parameter for MSL formulas of [1].

We now define four formula schemas that specify the way in which the contributions
provided by each element in the set parameter are combined to establish a reward.
These formulas arise from the combination of the type of elements forming the set
parameter (local states or activities) with the fact that each (or only one) conjunct in the
set parameter that is satisfied contributes to the reward. The predicates and functions
that will be used subsequently are as follows:

– eq : R × R → {true, false} such that:

eq(x, y) =
{

true if x = y
false otherwise

– state rew : S → R such thatstate rew(s) is the reward accumulated while so-
journing in states due to either local states ofs or activities enabled bys.

– lstate rew : Loc ∪negLoc → R such thatlstate rew(z) is the reward contribution
given by local statez and lstate rew(z̄) is the reward contribution given by the
negation of local statēz.

– act rew : Act ∪ negAct → R such thatact rew(a) is the reward contribution
given by activitya andact rew(ā) is the reward contribution given by the negation
of activity ā.

The valueslstate rew( ) andact rew( ) should be defined by the modeler depend-
ing on the measure of interest: in Sect. 4, we will show how to make such an assignment
as transparent as possible. Then, each of the following formula schemas states that for a
given set parameter the rewardstate rew ( ) results from a specific combination of the
contributions provided by local states or activities occurring in the set parameter.

The first formula schema assigns tos ∈ S a direct state reward, to which all the
conjuncts of local states in a setZ that are satisfied bys contribute in an additive way.
The contribution of each conjunctZ i ∈ Z that is satisfied is obtained by combining the
rewards associated with the literals occurring inZi through a functionaf : 2R → R –
like, e.g., sum, min, max, and avg – taken from a setAF of associative and commutative
arithmetical functions. The first formula schema asserts the following for eachs ∈ S:

eq(state rew(s), sum lstate contrib(s, Z, af ))

whereZ andaf are given andsum lstate contrib : S×dnfLoc×AF → R is such that:
sum lstate contrib(s, Z, af ) =

∑
Zi∈Z s.t.s sat Zi

af {| lstate rew(z) | z ∈ Zi |}
which is zero if there is noZi ∈ Z satisfied bys.

The second formula schema assigns tos ∈ S a direct state reward, to which only
one among the conjuncts of local states in a setZ that are satisfied bys contributes.
The contribution is selected among the contributions of those conjuncts by applying
a functioncf : 2R → R – like, e.g., max and min – taken from a setCF of choice



functions; i.e.,cf (∅) = 0 andcf ({x1, . . . , xn}) ∈ {x1, . . . , xn} for all n ∈ N>0.
Formally, the second formula schema asserts the following for eachs ∈ S:

eq(state rew(s), choose lstate contrib(s, Z, af , cf ))

wherecf is given too andchoose lstate contrib : S × dnfLoc × AF × CF → R is
such that:
choose lstate contrib(s, Z, af , cf ) = cf

Zi∈Z s.t.s sat Zi

af {| lstate rew(z) | z ∈ Zi |}
The third formula schema assigns tos ∈ S an indirect state reward, to which all the

conjuncts of activities in a setA that are satisfied bys contribute in an additive way.
Formally, the third formula schema asserts the following for eachs ∈ S:

eq(state rew(s), sum act contrib(s, A, af ))

whereA andaf are given andsum act contrib : S × dnfAct ×AF → R is such that:
sum act contrib(s, A, af ) =

∑
Ai∈A s.t.s sat Ai

af {| act rew(a) | a ∈ Ai |}
which is zero if there is noAi ∈ A satisfied bys.

The fourth formula schema assigns tos ∈ S an indirect state reward, to which
only one among the conjuncts of activities in a setA that are satisfied bys contributes.
Formally, the fourth formula schema asserts the following for eachs ∈ S:

eq(state rew(s), choose act contrib(s, A, af , cf ))

wherecf is given too andchoose act contrib :S×dnfAct×AF×CF →R is such that:
choose act contrib(s, A, af , cf ) = cf

Ai∈A s.t.s sat Ai

af {| act rew(a) | a ∈ Ai |}
Example 2.The system throughput for the running example can be determined by as-
signing to each state an indirect state reward obtained by summing up the rates of the
serve activities enabled in that state, as shown by this formula of the third schema:

eq(state rew(s), sum act contrib(s, {{P1.serve}, {P2.serve}}, sum))
with act rew(Pi.serve) = µi for i = 1, 2. It is also possible to define the same mea-
sure by using direct state rewards as in the following formula of the first schema:

eq(state rew(s), sum lstate contrib(s, {{P1.Busy}, {P2.Busy}}, sum))
with lstate rew (Pi.Busy) = µi for i = 1, 2.

The system utilization can be specified by assigning to each state a unitary reward if
the state includes at least one server in theBusy local state, as specified by the following
formula of the second schema:

eq(state rew(s), choose lstate contrib(s, {{P1.Busy}, {P2.Busy}}, min, min))
with lstate rew (Pi.Busy) = 1 for i = 1, 2.

As a variant of the previous measure, consider the utilization of serverP 1 whenever
serverP2 is not in the busy state, which can be defined as follows:

eq(state rew(s), choose lstate contrib(s, Z, min, min))
with Z = {{P1.Busy , P2.Idle}, {P1.Busy , P2.Failed}}, lstate rew(P1.Busy) = 1,
andlstate rew(P2.Failed) = lstate rew(P2.Idle) = 1. Alternatively, by using nega-
tion we haveZ = {{P1.Busy , P2.Busy}} andlstate rew(P2.Busy) = 1.

We conclude by noting that, as done in [1], analogous formula schemas could be
easily included in dnfMSL that assign rewards to transitions rather than states. However,
they would not enhance the expressiveness of the logic.



3.2 Extending CSRL with Actions

The stochastic temporal logic CSRL expresses both state properties and path properties
based on conditions over the states traversed along a path [4, 3]. In an action-based,
component-oriented setting, it is convenient to extend the temporal operators of CSRL
with actions. The resulting action-based logic, which we call aCSRL, is actually a com-
bination of CSRL and aCSL [14]. In contrast to aCSL, in aCSRL we allow reference
to states. As in CSRL, the syntax of aCSRL features bounds on both the time and the
reward accumulated along a path, while, as in aCSL, the syntax of aCSRL can make
reference to actions exhibited along the path.

The syntax of the state formulas of aCSRL is as follows:

Φ ::= Z | A | Φ ∧ Φ | ¬Φ | S��p(Φ) | P��p(ϕ) | EJ(Φ) | Et
J (Φ) | CI

J(Φ)

whereZ ∈ dnfLoc is a disjunctive normal form on local states,A ∈ dnfAct is a
disjunctive normal form on activities,�� ∈ {<,≤,≥, >} is a comparison operator,
p ∈ R[0,1] is a probability,t ∈ R≥0 is a time value,I is an interval of time values,J is
an interval of real-valued rewards, andϕ is a path formula (see below).

State formulas are built from: disjunctive normal forms on local states or activities;
logical conjunction and negation; the steady-state operatorS ��p(Φ), which establishes
whether the steady-state probability of being in states that satisfyΦ is in relation��
with the thresholdp; the probabilistic operatorP��p(ϕ), which establishes whether the
probability of taking paths that satisfyϕ is in relation�� with the thresholdp; and the
expected reward operatorsEJ(Φ), Et

J (Φ), andCI
J(Φ) [4, 3], which establish whether

the reward accumulated at steady state or at a given time instantt or intervalI while
sojourning in states that satisfy a certain state formulaΦ is in intervalJ .

Example 3.The formulaE[0,7](P1.Failed) is true in a state if the expected reward ac-
cumulated in the long run in states in whichP1.Failed holds is not greater than 7. The
formulaE10

[2,5](P2.Busy) is true in a state if the expected reward accumulated at time 10

in states in whichP2.Busy holds is between 2 and 5. The formulaC [0,15]
[8,∞)(true) is true

in a state if the expected reward accumulated before 15 time units is at least 8.

The syntax of path formulas is as follows:

ϕ ::= ΦAU<t
<r Φ | ΦA1U

<t
<r A2 Φ

whereA,A1,A2 ⊆ Act are sets of actions,t ∈ R≥0 ∪ {∞} is a time value, and
r ∈ R ∪ {∞} is a reward value.

The until formulaΦ1 AU<t
<r Φ2 is satisfied by an execution path if the path visits a

state satisfyingΦ2 within t time units, while accumulating at mostr reward, and visits
states satisfyingΦ1 while performing only actions inA until that point. Similarly, the
until formulaΦ1 A1U

<t
<r A2 Φ2 is satisfied by a path if the path visits a state satisfying

Φ2 within t time units, while accumulating at mostr reward, after performing an action
in A2, and visits states satisfyingΦ1 while performing only actions inA1 until that
point. Note that a path satisfyingΦ1 A1U

<t
<r A2 Φ2 actually makes a transition to a state

satisfyingΦ2, whereas this is not required in the case ofΦ1 AU<t
<r Φ2 (if the initial state

of the path satisfiesΦ2).



Example 4.The formulaP≤0.02((P1.Idle ∨ P1.Busy)AU<30
<7 {fail} P1.Failed) is true

in a state if, with probability at most 0.02, there is a point along the path at which the
state propertyP1.Failed holds directly after performing anyfail action, at which no
more than 30 time units have elapsed and at most 7 units of reward have been accumu-
lated, and for whichP1.Idle ∨ P1.Busy holds at all preceding points, and the actions
in A = {arrive, serve, repair} are the only actions seen on the path before the action
fail . Intuitively, the formula establishes whether certain conditions are met whenever
along the path serverP1 fails for the first time (note thatP1.Idle ∨ P1.Busy could be
replaced by¬P1.Failed ).

We restrict our attention to until formulas featuring upper bounds on time and accu-
mulated rewards for simplicity (note that aCSL has been presented only with respect to
upper bounds on time in [14], and that practical techniques for model-checking CSRL
formulas feature upper bounds only in [3]).

Before presenting the semantics of aCSRL with respect to the reference modelM =
(S, T, L, N,Loc,Act), we introduce some notation. For each states ∈ S, we let the

exit rate ofs be defined byE(s) =
∑{|λ ∈ R>0 | s

a,λ−−−→M s′ |}. A states is called

absorbing if and only ifE(s) = 0. If s
a,λ−−−→M s′ andt ∈ R≥0, then we say that there

exists a step of durationt from states to states′ with actiona, denoted bys
a,t−−→ s′. An

infinite path is a sequences0
a0,t0−−−→ s1

a1,t1−−−→ · · · of steps. A finite path is a sequence

s0
a0,t0−−−→ s1

a1,t1−−−→ · · · an−1,tn−1−−−−−−−→ sn of steps such thatsn is absorbing.
Let PathM be the set of paths ofM and letPathM(s) be the subset of paths that

commence in states. For any states ∈ S, let ProbM
s denote the probability measure

over the measurable subsets ofPathM(s) [5]. For any infinite pathω = s0
a0,t0−−−→

s1
a1,t1−−−→ · · · and anyi ∈ N, let ω(i) = si, the(i + 1)st state ofω, let δ(ω, i) = ti,

and, fort ∈ R≥0 andi the smallest index such thatt ≤ ∑i
j=0 tj , let ω@t = ω(i). For

A ⊆ Act , let si
A−→ si+1 be a predicate which is true if and only ifa i ∈ A. For any

finite pathω = s0
a0,t0−−−→ s1

a1,t1−−−→ · · · al−1,tl−1−−−−−−→ sl, the stateω(i) and durationδ(ω, i)
are defined only ifi ≤ l, and are defined as in the infinite-path case (apart fromδ(ω, l),
which equals∞). Furthermore, fort ≥ ∑l−1

j=0 tj , let ω@t = ω(l); otherwise,ω@t is

defined as in the infinite-path case. Similarly, predicates of the forms i
A−→ si+1 are

defined only ifi < l, and are defined as in the infinite-path case.
A transient probability is the probability of being in a certain states ′ at timet given

an initial states. In the model-checking context, we can express a transient probability
in terms of paths asπM(s, s′, t) = ProbM

s {ω ∈ PathM(s) | ω@t = s′}. The steady-
state probabilities are used to refer to the long-run average probability of the CTMC
being in a state, and are defined byπM(s, s′) = limt→∞ πM(s, s′, t). ForS ′ ⊆ S, let
πM(s, S′, t) =

∑
s′∈S′ πM(s, s′, t) andπM(s, S′) =

∑
s′∈S′ πM(s, s′).

Given a reward structureρ : S → R, let the instantaneous rewardρM(s, s′, t) =
πM(s, s′, t) ·ρ(s′) and the expected long-run rewardρM(s, s′) = πM(s, s′) ·ρ(s′). For
S′ ⊆ S, let ρM(s, S′, t) =

∑
s′∈S′ ρM(s, s′, t) andρM(s, S′) =

∑
s′∈S′ ρM(s, s′).

For an infinite pathω = s0
a0,t0−−−→ s1

a1,t1−−−→ · · · andi ∈ N, let γ(ω, i) = ti · ρ(si).



s |=M Z iff s sat Z
s |=M A iff s sat A
s |=M Φ1 ∧ Φ2 iff s |=M Φ1 ands |=M Φ2

s |=M ¬Φ iff s �|=M Φ
s |=M S��p(Φ) iff πM(s, SatM(Φ)) �� p
s |=M P��p(ϕ) iff ProbM

s {ω ∈ PathM | ω |=M ϕ} �� p
s |=M EJ(Φ) iff ρM(s, SatM(Φ)) ∈ J

s |=M E t
J(Φ) iff ρM(s, SatM(Φ), t) ∈ J

s |=M CI
J(Φ) iff

R
I
ρM(s, SatM(Φ), u)du ∈ J

ω |=M Φ1 AU<t
<r Φ2 iff ∃k ≥ 0.

(ω(k) |=M Φ2 ∧
(∀i < k. ω(i) |=M Φ1 ∧ ω(i)

A−→ ω(i + 1)) ∧
t ≥ Pk−1

i=0 δ(ω, i) ∧ r ≥ Pk−1
i=0 γ(ω, i))

ω |=M Φ1 A1U<t
<r A2 Φ2 iff ∃k > 0.

(ω(k) |=M Φ2 ∧
(∀i < k − 1. ω(i) |=M Φ1 ∧ ω(i)

A1−−→ ω(i + 1)) ∧
ω(k − 1) |=M Φ1 ∧ ω(k − 1)

A2−−→ ω(k) ∧
t ≥ Pk−1

i=0 δ(ω, i) ∧ r ≥ Pk−1
i=0 γ(ω, i))

whereSatM(Φ) = {s ∈ S | s |=M Φ}.
Table 1. Semantics of aCSRL

After enriching the reference modelM with a reward structureρ on states only, the
formal semantics of aCSRL is given by the satisfaction relation|=M defined in Table 1.

3.3 Intertwining aCSRL and dnfMSL

The objective of UMSL is to combine aCSRL and dnfMSL in order to join their com-
plementary advantages. In fact, on the one hand, dnfMSL is not expressive enough to
establish that a state is given a reward only if it satisfies a complex condition formalized
by a temporal logic formula that includes not only logical connectives. On the other
hand, aCSRL is intended to specify logical properties but it does not help the modeler
to understand which rewards must be attached to every state for any occurrence of until
and expected reward operators.

In order to overcome these drawbacks, we propose two different ways of combin-
ing aCSRL formulas and dnfMSL formula schemas, which result in two intertwined
notations, called dnfMSL+ and aCSRL+, that constitute the core of UMSL. Formally,
a formula of UMSL can be a dnfMSL+ formula schemaν or an aCSRL+ formulaΦ,
such that:

ν ::= eq(state rew(s), sum lstate contribΦ(s, Z, af ))
| eq(state rew(s), choose lstate contribΦ(s, Z, af , cf ))
| eq(state rew(s), sum act contribΦ(s, A, af ))
| eq(state rew(s), choose act contribΦ(s, A, af , cf ))



where:

sum lstate contribΦ(s, Z, af ) =
{

sum lstate contrib(s, Z, af ) if s |= Φ
0 otherwise

and with the other three functions that are defined similarly, while:

Φ ::= Z | A | Φ ∧ Φ | ¬Φ | S��p(Φ) | P��p(ν, ϕ) | EJ(ν, Φ) | Et
J (ν, Φ) | CI

J(ν, Φ)

whereϕ is a path formula andν provides probabilistic and reward operators with the
reward structures that are needed for their interpretation.

A formula of dnfMSL+ parameterized with respect toΦ associates with each state
s ∈ S satisfyingΦ the reward defined by the underlying dnfMSL formula schema.
Note that dnfMSL+ extends dnfMSL in a conservative way. Indeed, the dnfMSL+ for-
mula schemaeq(state rew(s), sum lstate contribΦ(s, Z, af )) and the dnfMSL for-
mula schemaeq(state rew(s), sum lstate contrib(s, Z, af )) define the same reward
structure whenever eitherΦ = true or Φ = Z.

A formula of aCSRL+ is an extension of a formula of aCSRL in which every sub-
formula requiring a reward structureρ for its interpretation is paired with a dnfMSL+
formula schemaν defining such a reward structure. The semantics of aCSRL+ is ex-
actly as shown in Table 1 in the case of aCSRL, with the assumption that regarding the
reward structureρ we have that∀s ∈ S. ρ(s) = state rew(s), wherestate rew(s) is
the reward assigned tos by ν.

Example 5.The formulaE[0.5,0.7](ν, P1.Busy ∨ P2.Busy), whereν is the dnfMSL+
formula corresponding to the third case of Ex. 2, is true in a state if the system utiliza-
tion, in the long run, is in the interval[0.5, 0.7].

Thanks to the way in which dnfMSL+ and aCSRL+ are defined, the core logic of
UMSL allows for a controlled form of nesting according to which a formula schema
of dnfMSL+ embeds a formula of aCSRL+, while in turn a formula of aCSRL+ may
embed a formula schema of dnfMSL+. In this way, UMSL offers the same expressive-
ness as aCSRL, whose operators are fully integrated in UMSL. Moreover, as we will
see in the next section, UMSL includes additional capabilities concerned with the use
of nested reward structures.

4 Measure Definition Mechanism of UMSL

MSL is equipped with a component-oriented measure definition mechanism built on top
of the core logic for enhancing its usability [1]. In this section, we show that the same
mechanism can be applied on top of dnfMSL+. Moreover, we show that it can be ex-
tended to aCSRL+ formulas so as to develop a component-oriented property definition
mechanism. The combination of the two mechanisms makes the specification of UMSL
formulas an easier task with respect to using CSRL, especially for people not familiar
with (temporal) logics. The syntax for specifying in MSL a performability measure as
a macro definition possibly parameterized with respect to a set of component-oriented
arguments is as follows:

MEASURE � name� ( �arguments� ) IS � body�



The metric is given a symbolic name and is parameterized with respect to component
behaviors and component activities to be used in its body, which is defined in terms of
MSL core logic formulas in the case of a basic measure. Assuming that the identifier of
a metric denotes the value of the metric computed on a certain finite labeled CTMC, it is
then possible to define derived measures whose body comprises metric identifiers com-
bined through the usual arithmetical operators and mathematical functions. The idea is
that libraries of basic measure definitions should be provided by performability experts,
which could then be exploited by nonexperts too upon defining derived measures. In any
case, when the definition of a measure is available, the modeler is only asked to provide
component-oriented parameters without having to consider which numbers have to be
associated with which entities.

We now show how this mechanism is inherited by dnfMSL+. The syntax for defin-
ing a performability measure in UMSL is extended as follows:

MEASURE � name� ( �arg1 ; arg2 ; arg3 � ) IS � body�

where the body of a basic measure is a dnfMSL+ formula schemaν, while the argu-
ments are divided into three parts:

– arg1 ::= Z | A
– arg2 ::= Φ
– arg3 ::= ∞ | t | [t1, t2]

The first two arguments represent the sequence of lists of component behaviors (or ac-
tivities) parameterizingν and the aCSRL+ formula embedded inν, respectively. The
third argument does not define the reward structure underlying the measure descrip-
tion. Instead, it is used for analysis purposes to specify the time at which the measure
should be computed:∞ denotes steady-state analysis,t ∈ R≥0 denotes instant-of-time
analysis, and[t1, t2] (with t1, t2 ∈ R≥0 andt1 < t2) denotes interval-of-time analysis.

The definition ofΦ may be hard from the viewpoint of a modeler who is not fa-
miliar with temporal logics like aCSRL. For this reason, we now introduce a property
definition mechanism on top of aCSRL+, which is inspired by the measure definition
mechanism of MSL. The syntax for defining a property in UMSL is as follows:

PROPERTY � name� ( �arguments� ) IS � body�

where the body is defined as an aCSRL+ formula parameterized with respect to the ar-
guments that are provided. Arguments are given in form of a list� defined as follows:

� ::= �′ | �′, �
�′ ::= Z | A | �� p | t | r | I | J

whereZ (resp.A) is a sequence of lists of component behaviors (resp. activities) form-
ing disjunctive normal forms,p is a probability and�� is a comparison operator used in
steady-state and probabilistic operators,t (resp.r) is a time (resp. reward) value used
in path formulas, whileI (resp.J) is an interval used to specify time (resp. reward)
bounds in expected reward operators.

In order to illustrate the measure definition mechanism of UMSL, let us consider
three basic definitions, which will be used in the following examples.



The property determining whether a state satisfies a disjunctive normal form on
local states{Z1, . . . ,Zn}, whereZi = {zi,1, . . . , zi,mi} for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n, can be rep-
resented by the following definition:
PROPERTY sat elem(Z1, ...,Zn) IS (z1,1 ∧ ... ∧ z1,m1) ∨ ... ∨ (zn,1 ∧ ... ∧ zn,mn)

The property that states whether the steady-state probability of being in a certain
combinationZ ∈ dnfLoc of component behaviors is less thanp is given by:

PROPERTY ss beh(Z, <p) IS S<p(Z)
The property establishing whether the probability of being for the first time in the

component behaviorC.B by time t after having consumed at most an amountr of re-
sources, with each unitary resource usage expressed by the execution ofC ′.a, is less
thanp, can be defined as:

PROPERTY path beh(C′.a, C.B, t, r, <p) IS P<p(ν,¬C.B ActU
<t
<r C.B)

whereν is the formulaeq(state rew(s), sum act contrib true(s, C′.a, sum)) such that
act rew(C′.a) = 1. This property generalizes Ex. 4 and emphasizes the support pro-
vided by dnfMSL+ to the definition of the reward structure needed by the interpretation
of an until formula of aCSRL+.

Similar to the measure definition mechanism, assuming that the identifier of a prop-
erty denotes the truth value of the corresponding aCSRL+ formula computed on a cer-
tain finite labeled CTMC, it is then possible to define derived properties whose body
comprises property identifiers combined through the usual logical operators.

A property identifier can in turn be used as a macro in the definition of performabil-
ity measures, in a way that masks the temporal logic formula that constitutes the body of
the property. We illustrate this fact by considering two typical performance measures:
system throughput and resource utilization.

As observed in Sect. 3.1, the definition of the throughput is parameterized with
respect to the component activitiesC1.a1, . . . , Cn.an that contribute to the throughput.
We refine this definition by assuming that a side condition – expressed by an aCSRL+
formulaΦ – can be introduced to represent a guard that must be satisfied to count the
activity contribution. Then the rate at which each state satisfyingΦ accumulates reward
is the sum of the rates of the contributing activities that are enabled at that state. IfΦ
is given a property definitionprop included in a library of properties, then we have the
following measure definition:

MEASURE throughput(C1.a1, . . . , Cn.an; prop( ); ) IS
eq(state rew(s), sum act contribprop( )(s, A, sum))

whereA = {{C1.a1}, . . . , {Cn.an}} andact rew(Ci.ai) = λi for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n if the
rate associated withCi.ai is λi.

Example 6.Given the basic measure definitionthroughput , the average system through-
put for the running example can be determined through the following invocation:

throughput(P1.serve, P2.serve; true;∞)
which specifies the reward structure withact rew(Pi.serve) = µi for i = 1, 2. If the
contribution of a server activity must be counted only when the other server is under
repair, then the invocation becomes:

throughput(P1.serve, P2.serve;
sat elem({P1.Busy, P2.Failed}, {P2.Busy , P1.Failed});
∞)



In the case of the utilization of a resource, as seen in Sect. 3.1 we have to specify the
set of component activitiesC1.a1, . . . , Cn.an modeling the utilization of that resource,
while a unit reward is transparently associated with each state in which this activity is
enabled. As in the case of the system throughput, we enrich the definition by adding a
side condition:

MEASURE utilization(C1.a1, . . . , Cn.an; prop( ); ) IS
eq(state rew (s), choose act contribprop( )(s, A, sum, min))

whereA = {{C1.a1}, . . . , {Cn.an}} andact rew(Ci.ai) = 1 for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n.

Example 7.The utilization of serverP1 by timet is specified as follows:
utilization(P1.serve; true; [0, t])

Assume to be interested in counting the use ofP1 only if the probability of observing a
subsequentP1 failure by timet′ after having been used at mostr times is less thanp.
In this case, the invocation of the basic measure definitionutilization becomes:

utilization(P1.serve; path beh(P1.serve, P1.Failed , t′, r, <p); [0, t])

An interesting set of measure definitions refers to the problem of determining the
probability of being in specific component behaviors. In this case, it should be enough
for the modeler to specify these component behaviors in terms ofZ ∈ dnfLoc:

MEASURE beh prob(Z; Z; ) IS
eq(state rew(s), choose lstate contribZ(s, Z, min, min))

such thatlstate rew(z) = 1 whenz is one of the component behaviors occurring inZ.

Example 8.The probability on the long run of being in a state in which both servers
are under repair or both servers are idle is determined by taking:

Z = {{P1.Failed , P2.Failed}, {P1.Idle, P2.Idle}}
and then by using the invocationbeh prob(Z; Z;∞).

The measurebeh prob can be generalized to express more complex measures like:
MEASURE beh prob(Z; prop( ); ) IS
eq(state rew(s), choose lstate contribprop( )(s, Z, min, min))

The measure above quantifies the probability of being in states satisfying the property
prop( ) and including a combination of component behaviors occurring inZ.

Example 9.Consider the probability of being in the component behaviorP 1.Failed at
time t, provided that with probability less thanp we observe again actionP 1.fail by
n time units while accumulating a number of arrivals less thanr. The value is given by:

beh prob(P1.Failed ; path beh(Arrivals .arrive , P1.fail , n, r, <p); t)
Now, consider an extension in which a failure stateP1.Failed is taken into account also
in the case that the related steady-state probability of being in a total failure state – i.e.,
both servers are under repair – is less thanq. In this case, the invocation becomes:

beh prob(P1.Failed ;
path beh(Arrivals .arrive , P1.fail , n, r, <p) ∨
ss beh({{P1 .Failed ,P2 .Failed}}, <q);

t)

Finally, the parameterization of the measure definition mechanism of dnfMSL+ can
be further extended by assuming that each literal occurring inZ (resp.A) is possi-
bly associated with a real number expressing the reward contribution of the local state
(resp. activity) to be used in the definition of functionlstate rew (resp.act rew ).



For instance, the overall energy consumption with respect to the component behav-
iorsC.B1, . . . , C.Bn is the sum of the probabilities of being in the various local states,
each multiplied by a reward that describes the rate at which energy is consumed in that
state. Hence, we extend the basic measurebeh prob to derive the following measure:

MEASURE energy consumption(C .B1 (l1),C .B2 (l2), . . . ,C .Bn(ln); true; ) IS
beh prob(C .B1 (l1); true; ) + . . . + beh prob(C .Bn (ln); true; )

wherelstate rew(z) = li whenz = C.Bi for some1 ≤ i ≤ n.

Example 10.Assuming that the energy consumed in the busy state is 50% more than
the energy consumed in the failure state, while no energy is consumed in the idle state,
the overall energy consumption with respect to serverP1 in the interval[0, t] is given
by the following invocation of the derived measureenergy consumption :

energy consumption(P1.Idle(0), P1.Busy(3), P1.Failed(2); true; [0, t]).

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we have shown how to combine two orthogonal extensions of the logics
CSRL and MSL in order to obtain UMSL, a unified measure specification language
trading expressiveness and usability.

From the expressiveness standpoint, the core logic of UMSL – i.e., the combination
of dnfMSL+ and aCSRL+ – offers interesting features.

On the one hand, the expressiveness gain with respect to MSL core logic is twofold.
Firstly, the combinations of local states and activities that contribute to the reward struc-
ture are now formalized as more expressive propositional logic formulas in disjunctive
normal form. Secondly, it is possible to add conditions stating that certain states are
given certain rewards only if they satisfy temporal logic formulas expressed in aCSRL+.

On the other hand, observing that aCSRL+ inherits the same expressiveness as CSL-
like stochastic logics [14, 3, 18], several examples of Sect. 4 – see Exs. 7 and 9 – show
that UMSL supports the definition of nested, independent reward structures. This fea-
ture is not considered in other mechanisms proposed in the literature for the definition
of reward structures in the setting of stochastic model checking [10, 19, 9, 17, 18].

To complete the expressiveness analysis, it would be interesting to compare UMSL
with alternative mechanisms for the specification of performance measures, like, e.g.,
Performance Trees, which have been proved to be more expressive than CSL [20].

Finally, from the usability standpoint, we observe that the objective of the defini-
tion mechanisms presented in Sect. 4 is to manage both reward structures and logic
operators as transparently as possible, especially through the macro mechanism used
for derived definitions. In this way, while basic definitions represent a task for experts,
their use within derived definitions should be affordable by non-specialists. Along this
line of research, it would be interesting to employ the measure and property defini-
tion mechanisms of UMSL to define specification pattern systems inspired by, e.g.,
ProProST [13]. Indeed, since measure and property definition mechanisms of UMSL
can be combined to realize nested patterns in a component-oriented fashion, we believe
that UMSL-based specification patterns would help practitioners to apply in a correct
and easy way model-checking techniques for the verification of the performability of
component-based systems.
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